ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
egression type models are widely used in financial analysis and have a special place in the analysis of assets for portfolio construction. Two ends of the spectrum include the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), which uses asset returns as a dependent variable and a benchmark return series as a regressor and the Eta ® Pricing Model (Chong, Jennings, & Phillips, 2012a), which uses sophisticated statistical methods to relate numerous economic factors to asset prices in an "Arbitrage Pricing Model" framework.
The two primary statistics that are usually derived from these asset pricing models are the constant term of the regression, which is a measure of "alpha" or excess return, and the regression coefficients, colloquially known as "betas" and which indicate the amount of risk from the particular regression term that is estimated to be priced in the asset being studied (Chong, Halcoussis, & Phillips, 2012; Chong & Phillips, 2011) . However, the R-squared statistic from these regressions also has an important interpretation and application when constructing portfolios. The Rsquared statistic reflects the portion of the asset variance being modeled that is "explained" by a linear function of the indexes or economic factors included in the model. When the regressors are indexes or economic variables, the R-squared is also a measure of the consistency of a statistical relationship over the time horizon used to compute the model parameters, a concept known as "attribution stability" (Chong, Jennings, & Phillips, 2012b ).
The stock price of a publicly traded firm reflects the present value of the future cash flows available to equity holders (Parrino, Kidwell, & Bates, 2011, p. 276ff). Using historical data, to the extent that the expected cash flows were closely related to the variables included in the regression models, the R-squared is high. To the extent that the relationship changes, the R-squared will be lower because a constant set of regression parameters will be less applicable over the time period used for the estimation. If a company changes its major product or acquires substantial new subsidiaries in a different business line, then the overall company's stock may have a different relationship to the overall market and the economy. In such cases, the estimated R-squared, the attribution stability, will be relatively lower.
METHODOLOGY
This educational note studies the stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA; the Dow 30 stocks) from January 2007 through October 2013. The Dow 30 stocks were selected because they are among the most visible and widely traded securities available; to the extent that the assumptions associated with market efficiency apply to a market, they should apply to these 30 stocks.
The first step in this analysis is to run regressions for each model, for each stock, using data up to the estimation date. While advanced classes may use more complicated estimation methods, ordinary least squares (OLS) was employed in this study. (Alternatives could include OLS with robust standard errors, least absolute deviation estimation, and numerous other methods. While such methods are generally found in popular statistical packages, such as GRETL, MySTAT, or EVIEWS, it is the authors' experience that alternative methods may be unfamiliar or overly challenging for those business students without an econometric background.) Alternatively, software systems, such as MacroRisk Analytics (available to schools as part of the FAStech program and other distribution channels), provide the regression estimates automatically without the students needing to manipulate raw data or run regressions. Table 1 shows the average R-squared statistics for the CAPM (single index) model and the Eta Pricing (18-factor) Model by year, and Figure 1 shows the underlying R-squared statistics graphically by year. It is worth noting in Table 1 that the 2009 estimated CAPM R-squared is substantially higher than the estimates for 2008 and 2010 because it reflects the market drop in the fall of 2008. (Since the estimate is as of January 1 in the given year, it reflects previous years' data.) Similarly, the 2012 data is substantially higher, reflecting the July 2011-September 2011 collapse due to the Greek crisis and the lowering of the United States debt rating. To the extent that the CAPM captures "bubble risk," when the entire market moves together in response to difficult information, the estimated R-squared statistic would be expected to be higher. On the other hand, the Rsquared statistics for the Eta Model demonstrate stability generally regardless of the fluctuations in the economy. This is sometimes a source of confusion -while the economy may experience great fluctuations, when the economic variables are included in the regression model, then the relationship to those variables may not change even though the values of those variables do change. On the other hand, for single index models, such as the CAPM, fluctuating economic variables may have dramatic impact on the accuracy of the model fit because of the magnitude of the excluded factors.
RESULTS
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Figure 1: Graphical Representation of the R-Squared Statistics by Year
The more robust Eta Model not only demonstrates a higher explanatory percentage, but also a more concentrated distribution of R-squared statistics for the whole Dow 30 universe. The wide divergence in the Rsquared statistics for the CAPM model also reflects an inherent instability in the CAPM model due to asymmetries between "up markets" and "down markets" (Chong, Jennings, & Phillips, 2013). The next step in this exercise is to see whether or not different R-squared statistics have information that is useful in portfolio construction. To assess this, the authors identified the 10 DJIA stocks at the beginning of each year that had the highest CAPM R-squared statistics and constructed equally-weighted portfolios of those stocks. Likewise, for the highest Eta R-squared statistics, the authors also identified the 10 DJIA stocks and constructed equally-weighted portfolios comprising those stocks.
The following is an examination of a chained performance analysis in which the total value of one year's portfolio is chained as the starting balance of next year's portfolio. Figure 2 illustrates the chained performance for the CAPM-top 10 portfolio, the Eta-top 10 portfolio, and the Dow 30 Index, while Table 2 provides summary statistics of portfolio performance. As is evident, overall, the portfolio formed using the Eta R-squared statistics achieved the highest annualized return of 10.53%. While its standard deviation is not the lowest, its return more than compensates for its risk, thus helping the portfolio register the highest return-risk ratio of 0.4104. On the other hand, the return of the CAPM R-squared portfolio failed to offset its risk, resulting in the portfolio trailing the DJIA in terms of the return-risk ratio. Upon further examination, by year, it is noted that the two portfolios formed using the R-squared statistics alternated between achieving superior annualized returns. However, for standard deviation, the DJIA dominated in all years but one. On balance, when viewed from the return-risk perspective, the Eta R-squared portfolio is most consistent in its performance. Investment students may recognize the test referred to here as an example of a portfolio separation test (Fountaine, Jordan, & Phillips, 2008) .
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